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The Northern Territory government is committed to reducing wait times and cutting red tape at MVR.

Minister for Transport Peter Styles said as part of the numerous reforms the Giles Government had introduced at MVR, an online booking system for MVR light vehicle inspections had now been developed.

“This great new initiative by our government allows motorists to book a light vehicle inspection at the Parap MVR for Saturday appointments,” Mr Styles said.

“The Giles government understands that it is not always easy to attend MVR during the week, so this new online booking system offers motorists the option of taking their car in for a 15 minute inspection on a Saturday morning.

“To further streamline the MVR process for customers, the online booking system for light vehicles will be trialled for weekday bookings later this year.

“The MVR reforms our government have implemented so far, such as the Rego App and our online tools, have seen wait time significantly reduced, however, the Test shed still had a few issues and this new system is the first step in addressing these.

“Our government is continually reviewing ways to reduce the regulatory burden to the community, with a recent initiative being the new inspection regime where new vehicles do not require an inspection for the first 5 years.”

To access the new online tool, simply go to https://booknow.appointment-plus.com/6le2eh0y, create an account, login and make your booking. On the day of your booking, attend the MVR test shed at Goyder Road Parap at the booking time for your vehicle inspection
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